
HTC TITAN

Is America’s first 8-megapixel camera phone with f2.2 lens and BSI sensor. HTC titan is a best of
phone with a 4.7 inches screen an ultra slim 9.9mm contoured design with 1.5 GHs processor
able to share your 4640 by 3840  resolution photos and fast network. HTC watch you can enjoy
Hollywood blockbuster at your fingertips. HTC titan feels great in your hands. HTC titan gives
you instant access to millions of ZUNE HD. More advance application and lots of entertainment
game with X-box live. It’s a quick smart phone responsive and well connected. Well above the
standards HTC titan is the perfect phone for multitasking and enhancing your efficiency.



HTC TOUCH

Features an advance touch screen that let you operate the smart phone with your fingertips.
With 3G/HSDPA a 2.6inch 240x320 pixel screen,2 MB camera. The front facing camera for video
calls 128MB RAM/128MB with the micro SD expansions slot plus TFT touch screen. This mobile
^ smart phone has an update interface, integrated Bluetooth and WIFI and 2-megapixel
camera. This phone is made by QUALCOM SM 7200,400 M H’ z processor running windows. It
makes the user less hustle this can be connected to your laptop and pc via USB. You can
connect to your love one all the time this phone it’s easy to use.



HTC HD2

It is world’s first windows mobile toting phone with a big screen. And also the first WINMO
phone that will be using HTC sense UI. You can feel watching the real television. The unit is used
in company Android handsets with Facebook integration and direct Twitter access with the
operating system. With this 6.5 running windows it makes use of all the good bits of the
upgraded mobile. HTC decides to its own thing on around 95 percent of HD2. When you notice
it’s a whopping 4-3inches. This can be connected to your laptop or pc using the MICROUSB.
With the 3.5mm headphone jack you can listen to you love music or listed to a radio.


